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CUBES from NOSTRADAMUS: UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS  

 t came to me, being on the verge of giving up on this work I have been doing for Nostradamus, to walk away from  
it  -  partly because of the apparent non event of December 18 - 24  which has been a big feature of that work,  yet 
nowhere did Nostradamus say the world would end  in 2012  as the History Channel insisted he did … there are    

        many more ‘years of the Dragon’ right up to the year he did say would be the end  ~ 3797 [AD/CE] ! 
 

The other thing is: the thought of the floods, the mould, the wet and cold in this year.    I do not know why I presumed      
it would be world wide including the southern hemisphere, because I just realized, once again, Nostradamus was NOT  
wrong -  The UK and Europe is suffering exactly these features! 
 

The asteroids - yes they did arrive - on the same day - the very day stated within the works.  They were both about 300 
metres in size, with one of them fitting every single criteria; they both passed inside our moon's orbit too, and they still 
both could possibly fulfill their "purpose" yet - in four years time or any other four years time, especially 2024 and 2036 
which are also  years of the Dragon… 
 

At the same time it does seem to me we have received our "miracle" Nostradamus said FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED XII 
(which I took to be 2012)  but it could even mean “12 MIRACLES” or 12 planets 
 
That 20 minutes "lost" from the clocks June 14 2011, which was noticed mostly in the  Mediterranean - and ignored 
entirely by western media - had moved the Earth off her placement in the orbit just enough to ensure those asteroids 
did not find her in their path.  Thus fulfilling Matthew 24:22 
 

"but for the sake of the elect the days will be cut short ". 
 

Don’t you find that amazing? 
In other words, not only was a timeline avoided, the replacement of that timeline put us all on a POSITIVE pathway –  
and we should all be thoroughly grateful. Yet people are as  usual "unaware" of how lucky we all are. 
 

There will be many who will say NOSTRADAMUS WAS WRONG and he himself told us “SEEMS NOSTRADAMUS LIES” 
 

For me - at first it was as if I have spent all these days for over four years  performing this task for nothing- simply fear 
mongering is one way I would put it -  then,  for me, the end result of the Maya Calendar debacle and all its media 
"End of the World" hype - has also lacked validation. We will not know for certain right now  if the Earth has been 
"nudged" off   the old orbit (the old calendar), because Da Vinci said: 
 

“You shall behold yourselves falling from great heights without suffering any  injury;  
the torrents  [orbits] will bear you with them as they mingle in their rapid course.” 

 

Saying here that we would hardly feel it… with my additional note not to expect NASA to tell us! 
 

The subject of the solar flares and "sun cycle 24" has played a major part too. 
That is, a major role in any number of possible natural disasters.  
 

The heat we have been experiencing I believe is not normal, that is for sure,  and if the Northern hemisphere were to 
suffer the type of solar flare written in the work, I doubt that we would see it on the daily news anyway. The first sign 
that our planetary protection has failed us would be the satellites all going down. 
However - we really do not know just yet, Solar cycle 24 is not done with us as I write 
 

The conclusion to all this is that we have all been really lucky,  with a kind of luck that is not normal.  
This is proof we should all recognize that there is a God and that we are all being watched over as promised. 
 

The constant chemtrails in recent weeks has prevented us from witnessing the "crack of the dragon's tail for six nights" 
as Mother Shipton put it, following St Lucy’s Day, yet there is still the subject of  “three sleeping giants” to contend with.  
 

These are nature's design to replenish Earth and "beating the bed to remake it" as Da Vinci hinted 
Looking at what humanity has done to mother Earth,   it seems to me that it is about time for that. 
 

I 
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Primarily - there is still the book about the Oannes in the Hidden Texts as a work in progress, and the huge subject of 
travelling in time. 
I can now see why I was told to DELAY PORTAL CHORE - for the simple reason I had not yet received the information  
now to hand from Andrew Bassagio,  and others, but I will summarize that for you now: 
 

The "TREASURE"  found was not only a stage gate at Rennes and under Giza, but  the documents for the plans to make 
a mechanical time portal and cronus visor, and wherever the word TREASURE appears in the quatrains, that is what it 
refers to. The Templars had assistance from Other Worlders to bury the one they possessed under Oak Island with the 
outcome being we as a society have done nothing but regress ever since, despite technology and its very dangerous 
advances.  A “stage gate” is a time portal, we know them as stargates. 
 

1 40  2 Fera Bisance un changement de loix: 
1. X CABIN  DELETION  XI ,  XFER  OIL  BIAS   

2. V  CARABINES  DEMENT  BEAR [Ursa Grayles]]   
2. FEAR  ENLODGEMENT  

3. ascribe An braces branch in A 
FIX  ELEMENTOID,  CHANGE   FOIS                  

One comes from Byzantium to change the laws 
X joint, BoÖtes (Arcturus) CABINS [ufos ] get rid of the XI  
(Illuminati) -  changing the basis of the economy from oil to 
something else…        X  also means old Egypt, the Mizraim 

V [Andromeda]  CARABINES  (long guns)  Branch = DNA 
Repairing a part in the time gate – or repairing a timeline* 

An are the Anun.nakim and A is December 21/22 or it means the Cassiopeians 
 Foix = county and French town.  foi = faith.   fois = time (as in one time...)  foie = liver.  “Liver” is a date June 10 – July 7 

“V” is not often used for Andromeda (Council) as it is also the date of Alder March 18 – April 14, and on a Saturday 
*This could be a reference to the 20 minutes removed from the day June 14 2011, thus “cutting short the days” according             
to Matthew 24:22 “to save the elect” Because this happened, the Earth was NOT where she should have been on St Lucy’s Day 
the day which Shipton and Nostradamus spoke of in relation to asteroids. These two asteroids DID arrive on this day in a year      
of the Dragon.  XI the number 11 which has been a question mark recently, refers to the Illuminati, who/which revere that number. 

 Bisance =  Sine [metricians/Anu] cab  [ufo] E cabins* bean [pulse EMP/CME] sic bans  [banishes] ice, sic. bane. (ice age)  
 

1 43  2 Il adviendra un cas bien merveilleux: 
UALID:  AXIL  ERIDANU  CABINS  
REILLUME  R  [Draco]  INVADER       in*  2 49 3 
RUINED  DIAL [clock]   ~  
DUEL  A.U ;  ILL  LXX    
U.N RAIDED  I  UNAIDED  
BASIC  AMBIENCES   ALIX   
U.N  relaxed submarine surveillance          

a very wonderful event will take place. The removing of 
20 minutes from the day (FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED XII) 
VALID: true AXIL  is either the treaty or the date of December 22  
when the Great Millwheel of precession turns.     “I” means Egypt 
A.U  Astronomical Units  ILL      “R” is a date too November 25 – 
December 22   LXX   seventieth week    (see “SEVENTY WEEKS” ) 
ALIX  means ‘noble’ and NOBLE means in Libra 
LXX   can also refer to the Septuagint of the Bible 

The Septuagint (pron.: /ˈsɛptjuːəˌdʒɪnt/), (/ˈsɛptuːəˌdʒɪnt/), (/ˌsɛpˈtuːədʒɪnt/), (/ˈsɛptʃuːəˌdʒɪnt/),   (or "LXX", or "Greek Old Testament") is an 
ancient translation of the Hebrew Bible and some related texts into Koine Greek, dated as early as the late 3rd century BCE.    It is quoted in the 
New Testament, particularly in the writings of Paul the Apostle, and also by the Apostolic Fathers and later Greek Church Fathers, and continues 
to serve as the Eastern Orthodox Old Testament. 
The traditional story is that Pharaoh Ptolemy II sponsored the translation for use by the many Alexandrian Jews who were not fluent in Hebrew 

but fluent in Koine Greek, which was the lingua franca of Alexandria, Egypt and the Eastern Mediterranean  from 323 BCE  Wiki 

 

1 60  2 Qui a l'Empire sera vendu bien cher: 
IMPERIAL  QUAI  L  IMPEL    (L also means in Pisces) 
HENCE  AQUIRE   PRIMER 
L QUAI  SAVE   END   ~  RESPIRE  IN CUBE    

who will cost the Empire (Illuminati) very dearly  see 5 10 2  
L  QUAI  = L key, ensuring this sky rune is applied as “IMPERIAL” 

is saying it is those from Cetus – Tau Cetus who are imperial  and 

who save Earth from the end, breathing in a cube UFO 

L'EMPIRE : R  (Draco) E.M.P. ILE (island is Earth) - El prime Imp (greys or Igigi/heroes to) reel re: impel rim (orbit) peel 

per mile, per Elm, I…peri (edge of) Elm  (January 12 – January 24*, July 15 – July 25 and September 2nd to  September 29th)   
The mention of « breathing » in a space ship has relevance, telling us ‘not by time travel’ i.e. physically, & manually 
Tau Cetians are one of the Tall Blonds or  ‘Nordic’ other worlders.  This line contradicts the interview below 

 
 

3 20 4 Un de Cordube trahira la contrade. 
CORDUBE:  CUBE, ROD. (He Rods/Che Rubs) CURB  [the asteroid due in]  DOE  – CUED ORB (Earth?)  
“Cued Earth” ready (primed) to roll 
 *Doe means in Capricorn (see Elm above) 
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 "The Nordics will not intervene in the fate of this planet”.  
(see 9 35 below) See summary showing the 27 different “Nordics” there are in 
PESTILENCES  & RADIATION 

“But a cleansing will take place which is absolutely essential to the 
health of Mother Earth and all its residents”.  
 

“This action is essential to the survival of the human race.               
I am just one of many messengers. Those people taken will cruise 
around the galaxy and  'time dilation' will figure into  the equation.  
I do not see this as a negative event or doom and gloom.” 
  
Huge Boomerang Craft and Blond Beings 
© 2006 by Linda Moulton Howe   
Interview - "Chris,"  Norfolk, Virginia 
go to: Thunderbolt Oklahoma March 21 2012 the extinction protocol 

These seem to be the Tau Cetians who have see thru “saucers”  
blimp & cigar shaped craft. The only safe oblong or cube  craft .  
This photo shows a triangle craft arriving in a bolt of lightning. 

   9 35 

Et Ferdinand blonde sera descorte 
Quitter la fleur, suivre le Macedon,    the flower is the fleur de lis 

Au grand besoin faillira sa routte, 
Et marchera contre le Myrmidon 

« I » above is Yew Tree day,  December  18-20  or  Halloween 

And blonde Ferdinand will be detached      (separated, hanging back) 
To abandon the flower, [of Anu]  to follow the Macedonian:  (Greek) 
In  great need its course will fail                                          (Earth) 
And will march [travel] in opposition to the Myrmidon        (ant men) 

Ferdinand – DAN (Scorpio-Antares or Ophiucus) FRIEND  FIND RED AN  (Anu) – Erid.anian  FEND  NADIR  

Nadir Noun: 1. The lowest point in the fortunes of a person or thing. Earth  
2. The point on the celestial sphere directly below an observer 

 

Macedon –  CODE  MAN (Orion) COMA END (of the sun) AND  OrCA MEN (Tau Cetians of Cetis constellation) COME  END  

DAN  (Scorpio) noting that it is the Tau Cetians who are Tall Blondes (Ferdinand) who have been « hanging back » 
MACEDONIAN = Homer – the Pléiades 
Myrmidon-  MY  NIMROD  mighty hunter – son of Ham (negro) and great grandson of Noah. Orion is the hunter. MY  RO  (Andromedan)  MIND 

The Mantids ‘ant men’  are the Myrmidon …Ferdinand (the Fair) : refers to the Graal of the Cassiopeians 
 

2 49  3 Rodes, Bisance pour leurs exposant pole. 
PISCEAN CABINS  R [Draco] 
POUNCE,  RECOUPLE NUCLEAR POUUER  
EXPOSURE  ROD BASIS EX OLD RULES 
DISROBES  PROUULERS E ROD PULSE     in* 1 40 2 
E  PLATOONS  BODIES  EXPOSURES   
POUR  CANS   PETROL  

On & A discs in favour of exposing their poles.  
CABINS [baddies] if from Crane, but quite the opposite if from 
Tau Ceti – the “whale’s tail” 
OLD RULES  radiation same as once before in history 
DISROBES: uncovers the plot    E (∑ ) is the ‘Hero’ grey, a Zeta 
EXPOSURES  to radioactivity, could even be saying that CANS of 
PETROL is safer 

Rodes Bisance = ON [Oannes and] A [Cassiopeia] DISCS,  OBSCENE RAIDS [abductions]  BEER  (Beer is the Celtic date of 

« Brew »  = May 13th  to June 9th)…the same date as « Owl » which little bird is sitting in the empty wheel of time in one vignette 

On & A discs exposing their poles. Is this saying that either of these Other Worlders each “have” a pole? The south pole is well documented as 
being a dwelling place for a faction of Other Worlders, since I have seen no mention of Mantids at Antarctica, then it must be the Oannes who 
are in the south leaving the Cassiopeians and their alliances as the dwellers of the north entry to the Earth.  It seems to me that various Extra 
(Other) Terrestrials (Worlders) maintain personal boundaries here on Earth. In the SUMMARY OF THE NORDICS referring  to ‘shapeshifters’ 
and the Aryan E.T. at Antarctica, it is the Oannes from Sirius B which do the shape shifting to become Tall Blondes.  This was a confirmation. 
  4 27 

Salon, Mansol, Tarascon de SEX, l'arc, (Arc is also Sagitt.) 
Ou est debout encor la piramide: 
Viendront livrer le Prince Dannemarc, (of Dark Men) 
Rachat honni au temple d'Artemide. 

 

Salon, Mausol, Tarascon the [unholy] "SIX" arc, 
Where the pyramid is still standing: 
They will come to deliver the Prince of "Annemark," 
Redemption reviled in the temple of Artemis (Orion). 

  4 27 Prince of Dark Men from Sirius has a forum of its own. They are negro and come via the time portal under Giza 

4 90  3 Faim, soif, doutance si fort les viendra poindre 
PAIRED:  SEFIROT  AIM  DELIVERS  [us  in]  OS 
Iƒ  FRIEND: to DOUBT  PREORDAINED-EVILS  
Iƒ  R.O* CLAN  ADVISERS  -  
REFLECTION  INCUBATES 
FOR  VARIED  VILEST  CABIN  ETS  
DNIPO  (in Poland)  ASCENT   AFIRE  

to QUESTION PREORDAINED  EVILS  such as seen in the movie “V”  

Hunger, thirst, doubt will come to plague them very strongly 
PAIRED: with another line   OS is bone is in Capricorn 
SEFIROT   IS  FRIEND – AIMS  to DELIVER us in Capricorn 
DOUBT means to question  EVILS attributed to them 
They are the Advisors to the  R.O /Andromeda Council (!) 
REFLECTION  having second thoughts regarding the In Vitrum 
hybrid breeding program because of  the “CABIN” (cube) E.T.s 
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“The first of the ten Sephirah describes the Divine Will above intellect. The next Sephirot [plural] describe conscious Divine 
Intellect, and the latter Sephirot describe the primary and secondary conscious Divine Emotions. Two Sephirot (Binah and Malchut) 
are feminine, as the female principle in Kabbalah describes a vessel [container] that receives the outward male light, then inwardly 
nurtures and gives birth to lower Sephirot. (Hybrids). Corresponding to this is the Female Divine Presence (Shechinah-Hebrew: 

 Kabbalah sees the human soul as mirroring the Divine (after Genesis 1:27, "God created man in His [Synthetic females] .(שכינה
[Our] own image, in the image of God We created him, male & female We created them"). Wiki   (underlined words my emphasis Ed) 

Now here is where I must raise questions. The gods here who made mankind in his image (using his or their – own DNA) 
is the god of En.lil/YHWH. En means ‘god’ and ‘Lil’ means ‘air’. YHWH is the title for the Chief Pilot in charge of a project. 
Those who use containers (in vitrum) are the hybrid breeders – As and the Cassiopeians. The Hebrew/Jewish gods are 
the Anun.nakim, going on the answers from Ea to the questions which Moses asked at the burning bush. This indicates 
that the Cassiopeians are in league/ agreement or actually work under the direction of the Anun.nakim. The As god did 
seem to have been linked with arranging the messiah, and the Cassiopeians are saying that they were involved in this (in 
other lines). It is important to differentiate the Sephirot of the Kabbalah and the Seraphim, the fiery ones. 

“Seraphim, the fiery ones: Divine creatures from the Old Testament, associated with the Cherubim, and later taken to be angels. 
The root of Seraphim comes either from the Hebrew verb saraph ('to burn') or the Hebrew noun saraph (a fiery, flying serpent). 
Because the term appears several times with reference to the serpents encountered in the wilderness (Num. 21.8, Deut. 8.15; Isa. 
14.29; 30.6), it has often been understood to refer to "fiery serpents." From this it has also often been proposed that the seraphim 
were serpentine [reptilian] in form and in some sense "fiery" creatures or associated with fire. Some of the Seraphim are Metatron, 
Kemuel, Nathanael, Gabriel, and Lucifer. [It is Metatron thought to have stayed the hand of Abraham sacrificing Isaac.]  
MMIX Encyclopedia Mythica™.  Sounds like shape shifters to me. The ANAKIM are in league with Oannes/Dagon who are shape shifters 

Cherubim: from Che-rub. The He Rod which Dr. Daniel Burisch kept alive following the Roswell Crash debacle called 
himself Che-ilah. He described himself as a J-Rod52, a “he rod” from Gliese 876. I wonder if these are the “heroes” of the 
Anu or even the Igigi? One needs to read all of the Clay Tablets of En.ki (god of the Earth). The Anu are not the only ones 
who use the title of YHWH or SEM-YASE (a subordinate to YASE/YHWH). They also make reference to the Creator God. 
 

 

5 10 2  Aupres de cave voyant siens mort abbatre:  
RAPTURE OMENS PERSUADE CUBES  

AS SAINT CAUSE ABORT – [the asteroids] 
BYPASS in A 

Seeing death overtaking his men in the basement    (D.U.M.B.s) 
or it could say:     CUBES PERSUADE RAPTURE OMENS   
In A - referring to the December solstice asteroid event 
which BYPASS did happen – on St Lucy’s Day 

 

5 10 2  Death overtaking his men in the underground bases. This is a subject kept muted due to the need to “allow” this deed to 
happen. In one other line (which has been published, but I am not going to point it out just yet) it is stated that those who run to save their 
lives will only find death. I think it says that in the Bible somewhere too. Because of one mechanical part (made in America) – those who 
went underground for safety leaving other human beings out in what they believed to be danger – will die “CRAUULING”.  
 

5 25  4 Bisance, Egypte ver. serp. invadera. 
1)PRESERVE PERSIAN-UR,  I  VERSE  TYPE  AGENCIES:   

1)ABECEDARIANS (alphabets)  UNREAD  
2)PERVERSE  AGENESIC  CABINS [ufos –  
2)PAIRED  SEA BIRDS  ~  REPRIEVE  [for us 
3)UNPREPARED  UN   -  RUINED UP IN AIR (satellites?) 
Urine [Orion] up radii (orbit)  pair  wider  [in]  I (Yew tree day 

The true serpent will invade Turkey and Egypt. 
PERSIAN-UR  (Sumerian)  I  (obs. for Egyptian) clay tablets etc. 
Their written words – mostly UNREAD by the public. Here we are 
speaking of the 14 clay tablets of Ea/En.ki & the door lintel of Seti  
AGENESIC  =  non genetic,  meaning the synthetics of Cassiopeia 
see obsolete constellations = Crane, because the SEA constellations are 
in the south where Grus/Crane is. 

 

5 54  4 Et dans Bisance lairra sanglante Gaule 
SAN GRAAL AGENT  CLEAN AIR  ARRANT GAS 

BASIS ANGULATE  LEAGUES,  DATE   
BANDITS  CABINS  LANCES   
CANNIBALISE  LARRIGANS  
ARRAIGN  AGRARIANS   

(Cain & Able all over again, the meat eaters over the agronomists) 

And within Byzantium will he leave his bloody rod.  RADIATION? 

SAN: the first GRAAL – of Cassiopeia  ARRANT GAS methane 

ANGULATE:   changing the angle of our orbit   

LEAGUES:  distances, which changes the DATE   
LANCES  is the “slayer ray”        LARRIGANS :  wearers of long 
leather moccasins. Other lines say “Amerindians”. Recently I saw a 
reference to a collection/meeting of peoples at the “Four Corners” 

 

5 60  2 Plus que sa charge ne porter passera 
U [Uranite] PAULS  CASQUES  CHARGE  OPEN  SEA  PORTS  
Sea Ports = ocean stage gates or the ‘Sea’ of the southern stars 

PLUS : AS  SACQUES CHAPERONAGE APPEASERS 
CHAPERONAGE :  PICKING PEOPLE UP, ESCORT TO SAFETY 

PLUS  GENEARCHS  ENCHARGE  

CAUSE  ASCHERA  QUEUES  Q  [to] SEPARATE 

 

PAULS – triangular  (could be a reference to the Paulean triangle sun 
spot as a portal ) CASQUES:  square/cube ufos  we are warned about 
CHAPERONAGE APPEASERS : for the Adrain asteroid event ? 

AS  (god of Aesir) SACQUES :  pocket shaped ufos  above 

see « GOLDEN HOST DOING – STRANDED NONE » 8 30 1  here 

GENEARCHS – the Anun.nakim ASCHERA: asteroids  Q is orbit  
‘Q’   means « continuum warping reality »  and it means the orbits 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binah_%28Kabbalah%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malchut
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kli
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ohr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shechinah
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Genesis
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/c/cherubim.html
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/a/angels.html
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5 60  2 CAUSE  SEPARATE  ASCHERA  Q  [orbit]  QUEUES …explaining why the two asteroids which did arrive on  St . Lucy’s Day 
missed the Earth. The full description of « Q » is ‘continuum warping reality’ ( ! ) including also ‘Q’ for Celtic and ‘orbit’.  GENEARCHS 

is a direct reference to those who genetically engineered humans on Earth – the Anun.nakim  the  APPEASERS   CHAPERONED  by  AS   
 

8 30  1 Dedans Tholoze non loing de Beluzer 
ON [Oannes] Others,  Golden HOST DOING  
STRANDED NONE   (in equinox-see 8 85 3)  
HOT OZONE ION - SAD END DAN  

DREAD BLEEDING [radioactive] DEAD OILZONE 
 
 
 

8 30  1 Hero buzz [busy] hole, [space] Leo let Leo (&) brute ZZ  
ON, Others, Golden HOST DOING STRANDED NONE  
HOT SAD END DAN – [in Scorpio/Aquila]  
OZONE ION DEAD  
DREAD BLEEDING OILZONE   (Louisiana sink hole?)                                                   

8 85  3 Aux Hanix d'Aquilon Nanar hostera lux  
THEOS NANNA ETHOS  
ANNA SHORTER [orbit] UUAX Annual  
Dal HOST REAL Exhaustion in Equinox 
SHARON ANOTHER’S OIL  

To Hanix of the North, Nanar will restrict/remove the light 
NANNA either Nan the Pleiades or Nanar the Anu ETHOS  
ANNA is an asteroid/any asteroid. WAX grows annually or 
the [annual] years of Earth grow. Dal – a Nordic Tall Blond 
SHARON is Israel 

 

8 85  3  NANAR IS A KEY WORD FOR THE CURRENT ANUN.NAKI KING. This is saying in a very straightforward manner that Nibiru   
(of Nanar) will cause the absence of light – to the Han (Hun) of the North. The North is also Aquilon/Aquila the Eagle’s feather. 
10 72 also refers to this Han/Hun, the king of fear.  We need to keep in mind the words “as above, so below” and Nostradamus 
makes use of this as an ‘alchemye’ (dark and hidden) cipher.   This removing of the light seems to me to refer to the huge and 
persistent eclipse which will be caused by the passing of Nibiru solar system between Earth and our sun. The Biblical sack cloth 

 

5 70  3 Captifs tout sexe deu  &  tout Bisance, 
BUTO [green serpents] CABINETS  CABINS [cube ufos]  
BOUT CAPTAINCIES,  TOUT  SET OUT  CAPE  SEX   
Iƒ  EXUDE  T.  PACT   :  Z  INCUBATES  BITS  

EXUDE: comes out of the Treaty    “Z” is a sky rune for Cassiopeia 

All six  enthralled captives (false rapture) and all  Turkey 
BOUT  CAPTAINCIES seems as if the reptilians argue  who is in 
charge. TOUT SEX would be a reference to SEXUAL  ROGUES 
in other lines, and those lines are alluding to those from Aldebaren 
CAPE means to hide. IS in the Ursa Major PACT with the military 

 

5 80  1 Logmion  grande Bisance approchera. 
APPROACHER:  LOOMING  DANGER  

SCAN  HOLE, [space] BROADENING  in  CAR  
REPROACH  CABINS   ING  CHORE  I    
ORGAN  COLPORRHEA  PROP          
HERA  BIAS  MONGOLIA   ADORN  PAPER       

Ogmios (asteroid or Celtic Hercules) will approach great Turkey 
Nibiru is called Herculobis – the approaching looming danger 
SCAN SPACE, orbit   BROADENING  in the first ten days of 
Capricorn. ING  CHORE – cannibalism in  I – Egypt = 6 21 4 
CABINS cube or rectangle shaped craft.      HERA  an asteroid 
ADORN  is in October  PAPER on a Sunday                 See 4 85 1 

 

5 80  1 LogmionBisance: Leo (Regulus) As combining (goal) Os [Capricorn] combining [through to] Ale [May 13/June 9 

 

colporrhea 1. Diarrhea thought to originate from a process confined to or affecting chiefly the colon. 2. A discharge of mucus from the colon. 
Found http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/1871/2      PROP   the usual way of things. It is normal for this to happen 
 

4 85 1 ASCHERA [asteroids]  ARCHES: BREACHES  ARCHAEORNIS, [Mongolian fossil] HERACLES  [Nibiru] HASSLES SEAS 
 

5 86  4 Par teste perse Bisance fort pressee.  ‘head’ is always Aries 
FORCES  PART  STEEP  SERBIAN         
REPORT  foe in cab  SEEPS  PORT   

SEER  PEERS (using portal spyglass)  INCA ~ FREE  [release] BOEF 

PROFET’S  REPORT  CONFERS  EF  CABINS  
SEE  ESS PERPETRATORS  TREATS  FORNICATES   

Turkey hard pressed by the head of Iran. 
FORCES  tectonic forces PART divide the mountains in SERBIA 
SEEPS indicates a sneaky exit  PORT  either a time gate or sea  
PEERS  INCA (Peru) – FREE:  releases/slips  in  BOEF:  Taurus 

EF: “F” is Pegasus  CABINS . ESS (S) means Ursa but “ESS” was 
also a communication with reptilians    –  TREATS  =  causes rape 

 

5 99 2 Capue, Brundis vexes per gent Celtique: 
NEGLECT IS BIND ~ PIQUANCE QUIET BURDEN 
PRESAGE RECTANGLE [ufos] PERCENTAGES VEX 
SPACE RUNES [sky runes] LETTER  ING (is Caput Triangulum) 

Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation:   Invisible exotic hardy 

cube – invincible adept saint attend panic, it behead coy crux 
without exception the word  CRUX  indicates negative aliens 
ING is Inguz rune – the harvest, False Rapture? Aries first decan  

 

5 99 2  NEGLECT IS BIND ~ PIQUANCE QUIET BURDEN a direct reference to non disclosure causing  PIQUANCE 
(mental stimulation and excitement) In his usual form Nostradamus gives us one more clue hidden in the word PIQUANCE 
which has another meaning – powdered graphite, a mineral. The word ‘mineral’ means in Pisces. Celtic nation :  recently I 
discovered this is a key word for the visitors we call the Anun.nakim, the Rime Giants/Tuatha de Danaan 

TholozeBeluzer: Hero [Ehwa] buzz [busy] hole, [space orbit] Leo [Regulus]  let  [allow] Leo  [Den.ebola] (&) brute  ZZ [SS] 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/1871/2
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The image on the left is quite evocative, just remember the weaknesses they do have, a vertical duodenum which can’t 
handle Earth’s gravity, and a weak point at the base of the helmet especially at the back of the neck. On the right is our 
sun “gone bronze” surrounded by many celestial bodies. Some of which seem to be moving away from the danger. 

5 99 

Milan, Ferrare, Turin, et  Aquilleye, 

Capue, Brundis vexez per gent Celtique: 
Par le Lion et phalange aquilee 
Quant Rome aura le chef vieux Britannique. 

 
Milan, Ferrara, Turin and Aquileia, 

Capua, Brindisi vexed by the Celtic nation: 
By the Lion (Leonine) and his eagle like phalanx,         (Anu) 
When Rome (Norma/Leo) will be chief  of  old Britain 

 

6 21  4 Rhodes, Bisance de sang Barbare taincte. 
BARBA  BARTER  BARB  
TETRA  CABINS  ASCEND   

DETRACTION  DOCTRINATE  
CORESIDENT  DOCTRINE CAINE  REACTION   

BEAR  [Ursa] GRAB   INTACT  BODIES  B  DECANS see 5 80 1 
BARE  (reveal) ARAB  DESECRATION [by]  R  

Rhodes, Turkey stained with Afghan blood. 
BARBA  Afghanistan  BARTER exchange (blood)  BARB  Turkey 
DOCTRINATE  diminished see  quatrains 1 55 and 4 25 last pages…this 
is the real reason full disclosure in the money hungry west will not happen 

A religion free populace would be “out of control” 

INTACT BODIES abducted by Ursa Major (cattle mutilators) “intact” 
meaning including the soul … B decans is December 24 – January 20 

 

CAINE  REACTION   see  5 25 4 “true serpent” & 5 54 4 Abel on page 4. This seems to refer to murder. “CO-RESIDENT” is the 
key  and is most likely meant to be the reptilian race living “under”, for instance – under Dulce, Giza & under Pine Gap  
ARAB DESECRATION [by]  R which is the Draco [reptoid] and a date R is a Celtic rune for  Elder Tree November 25 – December 22.  
URSA are the Grayles with which the U.S. has many “treaties”      INTACT  BODIES could also mean the inner planets while INTACT 
 

6 53  4 Bisance Cipres & Tunes insuspect. 
UNITES  Pictures  BITS  N,  ISUS  CABINS SET IN TUNE  
PESSINUS  PECCARIES          [piglets in pigsties]  
PICTURE  CIPRES   SET   

.A. CIP[h]ER:  PIERCES  SUSPECT   
~ SCAN  CABINETS  CAPRICE  BIT    (the sun) 

Turkey to  Cyprus and Tunis unsuspected. 
N,  Erid.anus ISUS  Sirius  CABINS set in the quatreins (hidden texts) 
CIPRES the date of Cypress pines   SET  the dates of Easter, in 
Pisces 3rd decan and Aries 1st decan |in 2013 Easter is March 31st 

(this fits in with the “Triangulum” clue in later lines) A CIPHER 
means those of Cassiopeia.  Pigsty  in  the CRONO VISOR  forum 

 

Pessinus was a city in Asia Minor, a geographical area 
corresponding today to modern Turkey on the upper course of 
the river Sangarios, from which the mythological King Midas is 
said to have ruled a greater Phrygian realm. Wikipedia 

Note the pentagon shape, the same shape of the ‘storm’ at the 
north pole of Saturn 

 
 

CABIN/CUBE ufo.  PESSINUS  PECCARIES  [piglets]  Turkish piglets  –  I am not sure what this is about, unless it is to do with the 
“pigsties in the skies” that is: abducting people to store them for later consumption. The illustration is a Peccary, native to Trinidad and 
Central America  SCAN  CABINETS  around the sun, in this case.  CAPRICE  an unaccountable change of behaviour.   The  DATES 

FOR CYPRESS are  January 25 to February 03  and  July 26 to August 04 …       King Midas also represents the Leonine 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pessinus
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8 97 4 FROM: REGNE LAY PAYS CHANGER PLUS VOIR CROISTRE   THE KINGDOM SEEN TO GROW, AND CHANGE MORE  The « kingdom » is Earth’s orbit 

in the Solar System         REP(l)AYS  TALE  PEARLY  SEAT,  (pretending to be god)  A  (Cassiopeia)  PTERYLAE  (reptiloid)  STYLE  REAP  (abduction)  REACHES  

PLANETARY  PIGGERY, [breeding babies] GREY PLYING RA-SPACE HEATER (solar flares or laser ray)  CREEPY (Mantis grey)  PARALYSE  GATHERING.  
 

SECRET PIGGARY REALLY HAPPENS, REALLY ENGAGE PSYCHIATRY:  REPLYING; YEAH PEARLY GATES CRAP  Y  [Yew tree day] PAPER  [Sunday] 2015 

A [Cassiopeia]  AGREE  APPLYING  THE  CRAP  EARLY.  Y [Auriga] APE (Sirius) AS  [god of Aettir]  REALLY  HYPERPYRETIC  [fiery]  GANG  
RO.  PRINCESS [Andromeda Council]  SURVEY LEO [Regne] CHARLATAN PIGGERY. Yew Tree Day Eve of the Winter Solstice, Sunday December 20 2015 
 

8 24 4  Sera deceu bastard de Luisgnan.        Align sun 
DEARER EL: add rare DAL (a Nordic, interdimensional 
SIGNALED  SEAL 
RED  SEA  ABUTS  U.N 
U.N DREAD ING BECAUSE 
READS dread Arel USING ABUSE 
ANGRINESS ~ ADDER [serpent] REAL GUILE   
DECREASE STAR SIGN  - BLURS SAD DATES 
Added  CUBE  GENIUS  LAND  A  
 

8 24  4  
ABUTS U.N  ING [harvest] SEAL UN  SIGNALED  
DREAD BECAUSE READS ERASED USING LADDER   
ANGRINESS BALUSTRADED [propped]  ABUSE  
GUILES [causes]  LANGUIDNESS  [apathy] 
STAR  SIGN  DECREASE (lose Virgo) 
A.  CUBE  Added  EAR (ear of corn is Virgo – Arcturus?) 
 

A CUBE  Cassiopeia mother ship A is the December solstice   

8 24  4 Sera deceu bastard de Luisgnan. 
ABUTS U.N  SIGNALED  SEAL  ING  
U.N  DREAD  L  (Tau Cetians and in Pisces)) 
BECAUSE  READ  USING  LADDER   
ANGRINESS BALUSTRADED LANGUIDNESS  
U GILLES ABUSE  DECREASE  STARS 
A  CUBE Added  SIGN ERASED ERA 

 
The cubes crop circles are explained in the forum ROMAN CANDLES 
 

LADDER means the stage gates – stargates, time portals 
ADDER  is the Celtic date of February 18 – March 17 
U is ‘uranite’/of the heavens GILLES means a hunter,  refers to Orion 
DECREASE  STARS  by changing Earth’s orbit 
a SIGN that the era of A.D. ends 

Luisgnan :  ALIGN   SUN,  N (Erid.anus) SIGNAL U.N. - ALIGN US, (Earth) LAG IN SUN ( ! ) GNU (Africa) SLAIN 

AN  (Anu) SIGN U (uranite/heavenly) L (Tau Cetus)  ALIGN US in  N (Ash Tree)       N  ASH  February 18 – March 17 

Ash tree May 25 to June 03  November 22 to December 01  
 

 8 34 

Apres victoire du Lyon au Lyon 
Sur la montaigne de JURA  Secatombe 
Delues & brodes septieme million 
Lyon, Ulme Mausol mort & tombe. 

 
After the victory of  Leo over  Lion,                       (Regulus over Denebola) 
At the Jura mountains (Pyrenees) there will be great slaughter  
floods and seventh of a million dark-coloured people  (Prince of Dark men)  
Leo, Ölm (human fish) at the mausoleum (Giza) death and the tomb. 

JURA  Secatombe  Major cube east (cube ufo : these are here for the harvest of human souls)  As (god  of Aesir) cuts 
jamboree (of the harvest) Urea (Orion) came, objects [to] A.M. as jumbo (giant) creates true job (moving Earth) (Ursa) 

Major East (S rune) cube set major cube A (December 21/22)  Major cube [is] As E.T (from Cassiopeia) 
 

Giant Cube Recorded By NASA Near Sun On December  21, 2012. NASA Source, Alien Cube First Seen In 

2011:  Monday, December 24, 2012 0:19  Before Its News 
 

8 83  2 Pres de Bisance fera son entreprinse, 
OANNES CABINS BESIDE FAIENCES  
REASON  REPENT  FEARS  
RESONANT  PRINTERS 
NONE SAFER - PEERS [others doing this work?] BIASED  

will carry out its enterprise near Turkey 
FAIENCES  glazed pots  (by extreme heat)   BESIDE THE SUN 
REPENT  FEARS  other lines also say not to fear 
PRINTERS not certain if this is saying that no one is safer than those 
who are doing this hidden texts work. Both live at 34o South 

 

9 30  3 Cap. de Bisance raues crier helas 
AS  [god] ARSENIC CALEPH USES CHARLES  

This is saying that AS  is a Caliph of  the Anun.nakim 
HERACLES  [Hero] CABINS  ABIDES  PALACE   
RIBS  ACNE  SECURANCE  SARACEN’S  HEIR  
 

CRIES  CURIE  (radium) CAUSE  Cancer 

alas crying in the streets of Turkey, Cap et | Caput is the 1st decan 
(ten days) in Aries zodiac constellation 
ARSENIC  refers to the ‘arsenites’ who use arsenate mercury and 
gold to make their solar shields. PALACE can mean zodiac house 
RIBS of Leo/Den.ebola    ACNE refers to the Nevus warty greys 
SARACEN’S  HEIR  refers to the Templars inheritance, the holy 
grail of the time portal 

 
Cap. why did Nostradamus not spell Capet in its entirety ? Because it is not Capet. It could mean Caput in Triangulum/Ing/harvest 
Cap. is Capella of Auriga, and it is amusing that et stands for extra terrestrial. Cap. may also be meant to be in Capricorn.  
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9 30  3  
HERACLES  [Hero] CABINS  ABIDES  PALACE   
ACNE  RIBS  SECURANCE  SARACEN’S  HEIR  
 
HAND singular means Betelguese of Orion but this is 
showing multiple hands, six, three left and three right 
HANDS plural is an Alchemye name for those from Leo 
 
The PALACE  is shown here with a bridge &  ramp, key 
words for a time portal – stage gate – ladder - bellflower 
 
MANSION or house also is saying this is a reference to 
those constellations in the heavens which bear a zodiac 
name, such as Leo (thereby eliminating  Betelguese ) 
 
The Pillar on the left means December 23 with Sirius  
[Apophys/popis] on top, in front of a less obvious pillar, 
so  none of this as an event will be noticed by us! 
 
The golden [Leonine] flow,  heads “under” the ramp  
(where the stage gate is under) turning it into a bridge 

 
 

 9 62  4  Rougon d'Octobre le tiers seront laschez. 
RougonDOctobre  ROGUE CORN  (Virgo)  BOÖT[e]  

Virgo is absent in one of the vignettes  &  Arcturus is in BoÖtes 
DOGON  ON  GOD  CUBE  ROBOT  CURE  ROTOR 

ROUG.ON.[Oannes] OCTOBRE  ‘ see  in  SANDRA-SANDI 
The "Rougon" (Red On) will be released on the third of October. 
DOGON  Sirius  CUBE  u.f.o. ROBOT artificial grey  ROTOR  orbits 
The Dogon tribe say the Oannes gods are from Sirius B 

Mention is made here of Arcturus, the ‘guide’ of the Hopi Indian because of the word “rogue” – is this a warning? 
 

 

 

The Dogon tribe say the Oannes gods are from Sirius B… 
 

Described in Robert Temple’s book; The Sirius Mystery 
the Oannes are in the form of an aquatic man hybrid.  
The name ‘Oannes’ is a Greek term and they go by many  
other names world wide.  
Known as ‘Dagon’ in the Bible (six mentions) and ‘On’ to the 
ancient Egyptians. 
Other names are : Cecrops - Dercetis – Merops – Nommo – 
Pelagian (under water breather) – Silurid – Undine (water 
breather)   
The ceremony on the left is at Timbuktoo in north west Africa.. 
The long (high) mask on the right has the number of 
ceremonies held since the visit of the Oannes. The celebrations 
are held every 50 +/- years – this is one orbit of Sirius B. 

 

 

 

Half way across the world the Aztec hold the same ceremonies. 
 
Names which they called the shape shifting Oannes include: 
Ku.Cul.Kan or KuKulCan 
Plumed Asp which is Quetzal.coatl (concrete spirit) - these two 
words describe a shape shifter. Concrete is an interesting word. 
It is a “mix of several elements which create another”. Concrete 
the building material is a combination of sand gravel water and 
cement. 
Vira.Kocha and many other names 
 
The similarity of the ceremonies between those of Aztec/Inca 
Bolivia Meso America and Peru and those of Timbuktoo cannot 
be dismissed. 
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9 73  3 Roi Turban blanc Bisance coeur ban, 
URBANE   NOTARY  AROYNT  
Zain  (beautiful [Ar.)  Alan  UUebber     
AN [Che]RUB  BARONY  BREUU  BAR  ZIB  BRAN  
 B  BARONRY CABIN,  ROYAL  ANT   B.C  

The white Turban King Turkish heart banished (educated in the U.K.? 
URBANE  Suave, courteous, and refined in manner.  
AROYNT  gone before = Nostradamus  
BREUU  May 13 – June 9  BAR in Cancer  ZIB  Libra  BRAN Saturday 
B (Ursa)  BARONRY:  Grayles    ROYAL [queen]  ANT  Mantids 

 

10 54  1 Nee en ce monde par concubine fertive, 
RETINUE  REFINE  COMPANDER   
UNITE  CARPO  IN  PROMENADE   -  
CONDEMN  Fire  Incorporated  Cube  Encodement           

Born to this world of a furtive concubine (of the synthetic Cassiopeians) 
see  CUBES IN CROP CIRCLES below 
UNITE CARPO  -  unite DNA… the hybrid breeding program 
PROMENADE like a parade – around the moon in elliptical orbit 

 

COMPANDER  combination of a compressor at one point and an expander at another REFINING THE ORBIT/S of the inner planets 

CARPO (KAR-poh, or as in Greek Καρπώ), Fruit…  also is a natural satellite [fruit] of Jupiter 

 

“The report is part 5 in a series describing the dramatic experiences of a contactee named William, from Arizona. The 
contacts in question occurred in 1969, when William was 16. In parts 1-4 William, interviewed by Linda, describes his 
various encounters, which in themselves are fascinating and seem very credible. Part 5 is different. Here, the human-
looking ETs (apparently from Tau Ceti) used a "black cube" to show him a probable future earth timeline. This was 
shown vividly to William, who was able to recall the details to this day and was fully conscious during his contact 
experiences. 
WHAT DID YOU SEE HAPPENING IN THE UNITED STATES? 
Not good things. One of the things that was frightening to me was like the police were keeping all the people 
controlled. There weren’t a lot of people traveling around and then suddenly there were all these different explosions 
in different cities.  
And the only thing I’ve seen that reminds me anything of what I saw in the black cube is the TV show, Jericho.  
That’s kind of a similar scenario that I saw. 
MEANING THERE WERE MISSILE ATTACKS ON THE U. S.? 
No. They weren’t missile attacks. Whatever was being exploded was already here. 
SO, IS MARSHALL LAW APPLIED COAST TO COAST AND BORDER TO BORDER? OR ONLY IN SPECIFIC PLACES? 
I think it was only specific places. But there was enough martial law that you could not go any place. The black cube 
gave me the impression that the place to go was near the equator down south because that would be safe – there 
and south of the equator.  
North of the equator it would not be safe. The reason was because of the prevailing wind flow. 
THIS IS SUSPENDED IN THE AIR IN FRONT OF YOU AND NOT IN A CUBE LIKE IN 1969 WITH ZO IN THE CRAFT? 
There in front of me was this large, gelatinous-looking mass that was just floating in the air. It was different from 
what I had seen inside of the craft with Zo. What I saw here in the white room was not a 4-foot-square black object 
with a holographic display. Instead, it was something that might have been as large as a football field - large, 
undulating, black and inside of it were pinpoints of light. There were large and small lights. There were wisps of light. 
There was a presence there and I never saw who this was. But in a short amount of time, the male voice explained to 
me that what I was looking at was an experiment that they had conducted in order to understand their place in the 
universe and this experiment was their attempt to create a small universe to observe. 
And somehow - and I was not sure and am still not sure - somehow I had emerged from that large, black mass, 
according to them.     A STARGATE 
Once that explanation was finished, they insisted I needed to go back. I immediately found myself drawn back into 
this large, black mass traveling back through space again and ending up back at the Doorway of Aramu Muru. 
OK, WHAT YOU ARE IMPLYING IS THAT YOU WENT THROUGH A DOORWAY IN PERU AND YOU WENT INTO ANOTHER 
DIMENSION, ANOTHER LARGER BOX OF CONSCIOUSNESS AROUND THIS WHOLE UNIVERSE… 
IN THE BLACK CUBE, DID YOU EVER SEE ANY PROJECTION IN TIME OF THE OUTCOME? 
No, I didn’t. There was nothing like that shown to me. I was left believing that regardless of what happens, that 
humanity continues on and it’s important that knowledge be carried forward so that future generations have access 
to higher realms of knowing. 
THE PERPETUATION OF KNOWLEDGE WOULD BE THROUGH EVERY INDIVIDUAL SOUL? 
Through persons taking responsibility to make sure that what they knew is continued. 
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DO YOU THINK IT’S POSSIBLE THAT SURFACE LIFE ON THIS PLANET COULD BE COMPLETELY ERADICATED, WHICH 
WOULD TAKE WITH IT ALL OF THE HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION UP TO THIS POINT? 
I think it’s quite possible that could happen. It’s happened before, according to Zo. 
THAT’S WHY I ASK: WOULD THE PRESERVATION OF KNOWLEDGE BE LEFT ONLY TO THE SOULS SINCE THE BODY 
CONTAINERS WOULD NOT SURVIVE? 
Bodies will survive. There will be those humans who do survive. It’s not going to be that there is no one left. But the 
way the information is stored and is accessible – well, that’s why they wrote on rocks after things like the Great Flood. 
They wrote and carved on rocks because rocks are more indestructible.  
 Reincarnation Is Real 
THAT WOULD HELP PREVENT THE REPEATING OF THE SAME TERRIBLE MISTAKES. 
Sure, and that is an imperative.  
Zo showed me that the safest place on Earth is just a little south of the equator.    Earthfiles 
 

  
En.ki on the Cube Throne… THIS COULD BE Oannes because of the 
water, but the river also signifies Erid.anus. En.ki (Lord of Earth) 
was Ea [water] Note the Mantid [of Cassiopeia] with his human 
helmet on and the fish of Pisces Constellation. The water pouring 
forth from En.ki is also Aquarius, the headwaters of Erid.anus. It 
flows to Orion 

The same (?) single star presides. Here the shape shifter En.ki  (as bull-
man) is lord of the rampant Leonine and an unidentified Anu is lord of 
those of Taurus constellation. The Pleiades are “seated” within Taurus 
from Earth’s point of view, but this wall relief means those of Aldebaren 
and possibly Algol.   The (one eyed) stag is Orion.    The star is Sirius 

The Pleiades are seen represented as the hind leg of a bull in many hieroglyphs, so this could mean the Pleiades AND En.ki/Erid.anu 

 

The ancient symbol for orderly building – for “Cosmos” – is the perfect cube, which has six faces. The cubic pattern 
expresses sanctity both in Judaism (the form of the Holy of Holies and of the phylacteries), in Christianity (the cube of 
“The New Jerusalem” at the ending of the Christian Bible) and in Islam (the Ka’ba). 
The Pythagoreans saw in the number six “the first perfect number”, because the sum of the numbers it is divided by (1, 2 
and 3) equals the number itself (1+2+3=6), and regarded these numbers as the secret of the perfect creation. It seems 
that the author of the Book of Genesis wanted to start the account of creation with such a perfect number. The scribes of 
the Torah conceived of the Creation as a building process with six-stages (a perfect number). Each Creation Day is 
likened to a face of a cube, each face in its turn connects with the former ones, so that the Third Day –  
the third face of the cube – already adds a dimension of volume, whereas the sixth day, the sixth face, closes the cube 
and forms inner space. The accent point in the Beyt is the clue for the seventh element, to the conscious center that is 
nested within the six-sided cube. The whole sentence contains seven words (combinations of letters 
http://www.greatdreams.com/numbers/jerry/jindex.htm 
according to the 14 clay tablets of En.ki the Anu base their mathematics on 12 
NJ Diagram and Ancient Metrology 
Phi2 x 6/5 = Pi 
Square 12 feet x 12 feet has area 144 sq. feet,   144 feet = 1728 inch (12″ per 1 foot). 
Cube 12x12x12 has volume 1728 cubic feet, 1728 feet = 20736″ 
Volume of a cube (6/5  = 1.2) = 1.728 
Coincidentally: Moon Radius = 1737 km 
Sun and Moon (observed from Earth) appear to have size 30 arc minutes (0.5 degree);  
Full circle has  21,600 minutes (360×60), so the moon fits the full circle 720 times 
One day has 24 hours 60 min in each hour:  1440 minutes to one day and 86400 seconds to a day. 
Sun (and Moon) moves by its diameter on the sky in 12

o 
seconds (2 minutes)        86400/1728= 50 

 

11,000 BC  ARUS II ATTACKS SUMERIANS – VIRACOCHA IN MAYA 
  11,000 En.ki breaks the oath, instructs Ziusudra/Noah to build a [cube shaped] submersible ship.  

from Timelines of the Universe 

http://www.greatdreams.com/numbers/jerry/jindex.htm
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DA VINCI 
263 “ALLEGORIES”  

“yet by the help of an instructor itself produces the most useful virtues 
One pushes down another : by these cubes are represented the life and conditions of mankind. (G 89 r.)  

 

LOU BALDIN ENCOUNTER 
51. It appeared to be a perfect cube 
143. from hundreds of miles above the planet and entered into a cube-type structure in what presumably was a city inside the cube  
144. Millions of such family swarms existed inside countless cube structures that covered the surface of that planet, a planet twice the 
size of Jupiter. Outside of the cubes were many physical types of beings, as well as many levels of ethereal entities. Every conceivable 
way of life is represented on the multiple planets and moons in that solar system 
147. We paused above the planet with the cubes on it for a last look. In that moment of departure, I instantly felt the pain that inflicts 
most humans when we leave loved ones behind 
 

FROM MANNEQUIN A.I.  by  MICHAEL PRINCE AKA JAMES CASBOLT 
“LOOK LIKE A SERIES OF LARGE CLEAR CUBES IN A ROW 
 

IN FALSE RAPTURE  part three ON PAGE 10 
SHOWS A VIGNETTE OF THE “LEPER”, THE UNINITIATED WITH TWO SUNS AND A CUBE IN THE SKY 
 

IN HERO EHWA MOVES THE EARTH   ON PAGE 7  ARE PICTURES OF CUBICAL CRAFT AT THE SUN  
AND OTHER CUBE DEPICTIONS 

 
kappa-upsilon-beta-omicron-sigma        ED: cube                       692 
 

The sun's heart IS the image of fusion perfected. Its slip knot ANU IS  the link between the 7 spins of the tetra  
(hex shadow), to the 5 spins inside. (cube to dodec). (Fusing the serpent to the bird brain thru bliss requires 
slipping knot thru the amygdala. Funny how Candace Pert figured the limbic brain serpent stem was the catchers 
mitt for bliss bullets ("Molecules of Emotion"), never considering the HEART BLISS which peristalsically launched 
them ('snake charmed') from the serpent brain toward the bird brain.                                              EMERALD COVENANT 
 
 

The axial rotations of charge which make up your DNA - are 5 in the thin strand (cube 3 rotates into dodec  (10) 4 which is then 
ratcheted down the helix = total 5 superposed 'SNAKES" / axes of symmetry of charge rotation  - then there are 7 MORE rotations in 
the recursive braid of that strand to its fat toro.idal implosive ensoulment. The thread is braided into string, then the string to rope, then 
the rope into cord... recursively - SEVEN TIMES. Until the DNA becomes circular / toro.idal / implosive / Lord of the Ring- (pics / 
animations at links etc especially - soulinvitation.com/12 strands ). The DNA thread -dodeca stepped or ratcheted down a helix - begins 
with 5 charged rotational axes superposed (3 spin cube/ rotates or 'nutates' 5 cubes around at 32 degree tilt –  
into the 4th symmetry axis which is the dodecahedron/ then ratcheted in the 5th spin symmetry superposed down the helix into the 
thread that is DNA - pics below). Then - the thread is recursively braided (thread to string to rope to cord/fat rope) 7 times (co-defined 
by the tetra axes - physics of codon nesting and alphabet origins) until it becomes toro.idal / circular / implosive and ensouled.  
Entering this fiery mouth without fear (resistance to spin compression) is successful death / dream entry - as evidenced to the 
symmetry map of turning into DNA's mouth - "Kluver Form Constant's" geometric map to death seen by near death experiencers.  
soulinvitation.com/death ).  
The 12 snakes or 12 strands idea, refers only to the potentially 12 (5 plus 7 braid) axes of symmetry of charge rotation when DNA 
'takes charge'. The mouth of that (DNA) snake, is fiery and fearsome only to those who have not learned the immortalizing skill of 
non-destructive (implosive / fusion based) charge compression. The symmetry ingredients of this DNA igniting implosive charge 
compression - codon tetra dance (Hebrew) into the pent DNA (Ophanic / Greek - re-penting to be saved / ) to achieve implosive  
charge distribution - is the origin of all sustainable (sacred) alphabets. 
Now- back to the history story:  
The practical politics that was then required - involved legislating that all developing star systems which would utilize DNA for the en-
livening of their planets- must agree to certain rules.  
These rules were propagated by what were then called 'Galactic Core Cultures'  
(ref: vincentbridges.com and others).  
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Letter to King Henri II 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia 

The famous open Letter to King Henry II of France by Nostradamus is his dedicatory preface to the now-missing 1558 edition 
of his Propheties, as reprinted in the posthumous 1568 edition by Benoist Rigaud. After a formal introduction, it makes various 
claims about the sources of his inspiration and lists many cryptic prophecies (nearly all undated) that seemingly have little to do  
with those in the work itself. These include: 
 decadence and calamity threatening both Church [KIRK] and laity [LEPERS, THE UNKNOWING] 
 the advent of French rulers who will cause Europe to tremble (IE: THE “GAULS” – RODS & EARTHQUAKES 
 the amalgamating of kingdoms and propagation of new laws NOW UNDER OFF WORLDERS 
 the confrontation of England and a bloody invasion from  Italy (BY AN ASTEROID 
 new alliances between Rome, (ROMAN-NORMA-LEO) Eastern Europe (AESA-AETTIR-AISA) and Spain  (AS) 
 (THE MANTIDS OF CASSIOPEIA, OR THE SHAPESHIFTERS OF ANDROMEDA)  AS ABOVE SO BELOW… 
 the liberation of Sicily from the Germans 
 the persecution of the Arabs by the Latin nations (SOUTH AMERICA, BUT THE WORD IS “LATINS” = ROMANS = 

NORMAS = THOSE FROM ONE SECTION OF LEO, CARPENTER IS ANOTHER) 
 the advent of the Antichrist like Xerxes  [Barb of 10 72] and his hosts     OTHER WORLDERS 

 attacks by the Muslims on the Pope and his Church an eclipse of unprecedented darkness  
 (SACK CLOTH DUE TO VULCAN SOLAR SYSTEM/NIBIRU COMING BETWEEN US AND THE SUN AND BEING 

MOVED TO ANOTHER ORBIT, PLUS EITHER NIBIRU OR AURIGA HOSTS PARK BETWEEN THE NEBULA SUN AND 
THE EARTH BEING  MOVED) 

 a great October upheaval lasting 73 years and seven months (THE GREAT TRANSLATION TO A NEW ORBIT, 
POLES SHIFT) 

 renewal of the Church by one from the 50th degree  (MASONIC DEGREE?) OR PHYSICALLY 
 an attempt by peoples to free themselves which will result in even greater imprisonment (OCCUPY & TRAIN DANGER) 

 the advent of the Great Dog (Sirius PRINCE OF DARK MEN…ANTICHRIST ) and an even Greater Mastiff (Canis 
Major-MAIDENS) 

 the rebuilding of the churches and restoration of the priesthood (IN ORDER TO KEEP SECRETS WHICH CONTROL 
PEOPLE 

 a new disaster, with crooked leaders and generals who will be disarmed by a skeptical populace (YELLOWSTONE 
 a new military and regal Saviour  ruling from another 'little Mesopotamia' (PRINCE OF DARK MEN) 
 the putting down of a former tyranny by a conspiracy 
 a powerful resurgence of Islam, with Western Christendom in decay and decline 
 an unprecedented persecution of the Church, with two thirds of the population wiped out by pestilence (CHEMTRAILS 
 desolation of the country and clergy, while the invading Arab military take over Malta, Mediterranean France and the 

offshore islands  (NEUTRON BOMBS) EXCEPT THAT “MALTA IS EXTINGUISHED” in  C 8  Q 6 
 a Western counter invasion that will rescue Spain from the invaders and pursue the Arabs back to the Middle East 
 the depopulation of Israel, [RADIATION] with the Holy Sepulchre turned into farm buildings (THE BLACK CUBE) 
 terrible retribution inflicted on the Orientals [AETTIR] by the Northerners, [HANIX/AQUILA] whose tongues will have 

acquired an Arabic admixture 
 defeat of the Eastern leaders and seven-year triumph of [BY?]  the Northern Christians 
 the persecution of Christians until 1792, (2250) when a totally new era will begin (= the year 237N.A.  New Age) 
 an extremely powerful Venice     VENUS 
 vast naval battles in the Adriatic, destruction of many cities and persecution of the Church and Pope 
 a brief reign for the Antichrist, with a huge liberating army led into Italy by a 'Gallic Hercules'  
 (HE ROD ZETA RETICULI  HERCULIS) 
 vast floods wiping out the very knowledge of letters (POLES  SHIFT CAUSED BY PASSING NIBIRU) TSUNAMIS 
 universal peace toward the beginning of the seventh millennium after the Creation, and restoration of the Holy 

Sepulchre (TOMB) 
 some great conflagration (SUN GOES NEBULA) 
 restoration of the papacy (SIRIUS) 
 sacking of the Holy of Holies by pagans and destruction of the scriptures (BACK TO  STONE/WOOD  AGE) 
 the reign of the Prince of Hell for 25 years after the Antichrist (PRINCE OF DARK  MEN – 27 YRS) 
 premonitory birds (SPACE CRAFT) OTHER WORLDERS FROM CYGNUS AND CRANE  
 a new Golden Age of Saturn, the binding of Satan for a thousand years, and universal peace and harmony, with the 

Church finally triumphant (SATURN BECOMES OUR SECOND SUN – SATURN AS  “THE SHIELD”) 
The letter also includes two different dates for the creation of the world. 
 

Which, when one thinks about it – is correct. The world being created by nature and God. Then the  world in which our society 
of human kind rose which is much more recent than the first. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_II_of_France
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nostradamus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Church
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/England
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sicily
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabs
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Latin_nations&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antichrist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eclipse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Priesthood
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mesopotamia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christendom
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infectious_disease
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malta
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mediterranean
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/France
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_East
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_Sepulchre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arabic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christians
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venice
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adriatic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hercules
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creation_according_to_Genesis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holy_of_Holies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paganism
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scriptures
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_Age
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturn
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satan
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Although the above crop circle does not show cubes, it does show the Paulean Triangle which was seen on the sun’s surface 
for several weeks in early 2012. The planet must be Earth because it has an atmosphere 

  

 

  

 

 

Various cube craft warnings. 

There are rectangles too – most definitely reptilian occupants 
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CROP CIRCLES AND ANOMOLIES NEAR THE SUN 

 UFO and Anomalies near the Sun - Pictures of NASA - SOHO in August 2012...  
wingsoflyra.blogspot.com/2012/08/ufo-and-anomalies-near-sun... 

25/08/2012 · 2MIN News August 26 ... 3MIN News August 17, 2012 (Video) Strange Lights Over Yuma, AZ - Multiple Witnesses ... UFO near the 
Sun ... Ufo? I dunno... but it is HUGE ... 

 

  
CAPTURED ON FILM AUGUST 2012 AT THE EDGE OF THE SUN ~ “PARHELIA” says Nostradamus 

  
MONTGOMERY JULY 2009                                                                 MONTGOMERY 2010 

  

 

 
Church of St. George (Lalibela, 
Ethiopia) 
 
 

The same cross on the breastplate 
of En.lil 

 

http://wingsoflyra.blogspot.com/2012/08/ufo-and-anomalies-near-sun-pictures-of_26.html
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sitchin/libroenki/images/libroenki01.jpg
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The Uffington White Horse 
A perfect depiction of Sagittarius constellation with Corona Australis 
as the inside hind leg 
 
Was this placed there centuries ago to warn us of the great 
precessional crossing late in Sagittarius – AT Sagittarius? 
 
The crop circle beneath it seems to be showing us a “turning” of 
“wheels” – the wheel of our calendar? 
 

SEE THE WHITE HORSE STARMAP NAMING THE STARS pg 19 or 20 
 

THE SUN AND THE SHIP 

 

 

 
 

DECEMBER 12 2011 SEEN AT THE EDGE OF THE SUN  
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THE ABOVE ARE “INVERTED” IMAGES – IN THE NEGATIVE. You can go to www.Bandicam.com  AND ENLARGE 
 

I WILL SIMPLY OUTLINE WHAT I HAVE LEARNED from THE 
HIDDEN TEXTS and describe what the VIGNETTE above 
from CESAR de NOSTRADAME’S “LOST BOOK” may be 
saying: 
The banner of the Milky Way shows FIVE Earth “rolls” 
Azure (cyan) colour of the universe means either the age 
of Aquarius or “from Aquarius” or “in Pisces” 
Wheel of time has 7 spokes – meaning we are running out 
of time but the event here occurs before there are no 
spokes 
The “star” has six prongs – meaning the “UNHOLY SIX” of 
the Second Coming. The little space craft has three “bell 
shaped” portions – one TRIAD.  
The young lion is wearing a red hat. This is the rapture. 

 

 

ABOVE VIGNETTE EXPLANATION: 
FIVE ROLLS of the banner: means the Earth wobbles five times, and it is the view of the Milky Way which will alter five times 
The Age of Aquarius, the zodiac month of Aquarius or those coming from Aquarius-Eridanus, or all three 
The azure colour shows up in many different interpretations for a different day of the week – Monday and Friday 
The wheel of time has no spokes in one vignette. The spoke free vignette shows a six (five) armed star with what looks like an owl  
(but may not be). The owl is Celt key for May 13 – June 9. The empty wheel is surrounded with a vine, and Celt vine is in Virgo.  
The wheel here has two partial branches of something which I cannot see. “Branch” means in Virgo too – so what does two “divided” branches 
mean? Are they olive branches? Olive is Celt September equinox.  In PLANAR PLANISPHERE I took a punt on one other tree it could be – the 

Hazelnut. The hazelnut  sub tree date is March 22 – 31 and the zodiac is August 5 – September 2nd.           The young lion is reclining on 
what can only be described as “scorched earth”. Being a young lion can mean it is in early Leo as a date or it is those 
from Regulus (part of the TRIAD) who are involved in the RED HAT event. 
This is the “RAPTURE” or the “ASCENSION” event. Two different things. The “RED HATS” in many lines are handing 
out TILES to people. Tiles being a kind of “ticket” on which apparently are Maya numerals indicating a RAPTURE… 
Go to ASCENSION GOLDEN HOST and FALSE RAPTURE,  when it is published to see if anything becomes more clear.  
 

 

                  
 
 
 

http://www.bandicam.com/
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5 87 4 Codes within codes   D'ESPAIGNOLS 
SPINS GEO LEAD (in Taurus) PS GALE ONSIDE, SINGS POE (C.M.E.) LEAD  -  SPIN, SEA LODGE -  (Oceans move 
POSES ING  (harvest) LEAD (Taurus) (or DEAL)  PS  EAGLE  DINOS (Nephilim)    SIGNAL  DOPES  (Channellers) 

  

SPEEDED IN (to) GAOLS, DEEP  SIN  PINES – PENS: DIE SIDE PEN or DEEP SINS PINE (U.S. concentration camps) 

SIDE PENs are the gas chambers or guillotine chambers 

Pines   Jan  25 to Feb  03  Pine tree Feb 19 to Feb 28  Cypress Pines: Jul 26 to Aug 04    Pine = Sept 2 to Sept 29    

DEL. POSIES NAG (horse dates). GEL POSIES DAN. Dan is in Scorpio. Horse dates are September 30 to December 22
nd

  

(del.) SEPSIN OLD AGE … (deliver “posies” – plague - due to chemtrails 

 

SAGES, (asteroids – Artemis Alba/sage) DIP  in  NOEL,  GPS  ASIDE  NOEL - PS LANE (orbit?)  GO  IDES  (of ? Dec 13th)   
   

10 24 4 QUADRILL BECAUSE the codes within codes cipher relates to Spain - the following quatrein has been included: 
 

10 24  4 Sauf coup de feu barril liqueur d'abeille.  
« Bees » = Ursa Major, once known as ‘the beehive’ 

EBRILLADE  QUADRILLE   ISABELLE      
FED COUP RID BELIAL REBURIAL   
AS A'QUIRED ABLE FUEL     LABEL  I  BREUU                      

Except (for) the late (recent) bees barrel blast: this refers to the space 
“station” implosion seen Sept. equinox in which Nostradamus says “YOU 

SAUU ME DIE”   4 31 4 in  “Canis Canare” -  quite so 
REBURIAL  (men in black) I  Halloween & Dec 19 
BREUU May 13 – June 9     (May 20? A crop circle said       

It is a really strange thing - but the person who has been handed the job of putting together the hidden texts 
really needed to have an in depth knowledge of horses… 
Many of the clues/ciphers relate to horse oriented things…there are 38 pages of guidance to the collator.  

There was 28 pages of guidance for Allan Webber who did the computer program to get the words) 
This all in its entirety tells me on a daily basis that we do have someone watching over us… 

Back to what I was saying - line 10 24 4 goes like this: 

ISABELLE EBRILLADE QUADRILLE 10 24 4 
to begin with - how in the world did Allan (his computer) come up with this combination? 
ISABELLE - the Ysabella was the palomino horse named for their COLOUR - golden... by Queen Isabella of Spain  
and the twist is that the very name Isabelle means GODS PROMISE –  
so this one word is saying and reiterating an entire phrase 
: GODS PROMISE OF THE GOLDEN OAR LEAGUE, (in other lines) and GOLDEN HOST DOING (in other lines) 
 

EBRILLADE - a bridle check, to turn a horse suddenly because it needs "checking" (re-tuning its mind) 
In recent lines (many of them) it seems that the Earth is going to take a TURN which will be a CHECK - 
 the reason for this has also been given: 
The Earth is about to pass into a major solar flare that is extremely definitive -  
between the latitudes of 39 degrees north to 55 degrees north 
 the other word used to describe how definitive is "POE" -  
POE who was so extremely intrigued by spontaneous HUMAN COMBUSTION 

QUADRILLE –  
a dance performed (in Spain) between six couples, also a dancing movement for highly trained horses (in Spain) 
There are two meanings (again) for this one word: 
the Earth will be doing a "dance" - rocking to and fro - four times - before lying down on her side. This pushes us off our 
current orbit changing the length of our year and fulfilling the Maya Long Count calendar at the end of this year. 
(This is what sets off Geelong, Canary Islands, Peru and Bahre in India) 
The word SIX refers to visitors coming from other worlds. In other lines they are “the second coming”.    
The Golden Oar league is one of them (from Argo) in 2 5 
and finally - confirmation (in the AUSTRALIA forum) that Australia will be the pivot point of least CENTRIFUGAL FORCE - 
making SPAIN the DANCER! 

Sauf  - bar (Obs for CANCER AND URSA MAJOR)  - besides  - but - contrary - else  - except - nobody - none - pass - piece - provide - respect - safe-

conduct - specify - unless  save   safe   excepting               
d'abeille    bee  - sting  BEEHIVE means Ursa Major                                                           barril   barrel (is BREW a date) - drum - keg  Gerry can - cask  

coup abortive - afterthought - back - battering - bear -  bell - belt -  bite - blast - bloodless - blow - bolt - boost -   bound  - bungle - butt -   to set-back 

feu  AFIRE - aflame -  beacon -  blaze -  burn - burning -  cease-fire -  curfew - enemy A DATE OF IN CAPRICORN AND IN CANCER AND IT IS IN 

CANCER WHICH URSA MAJOR SITS – THE “BEEHIVE” (obs)  - fiery -   flame -  flash  - go -   gun  heat  late (died recently) sparkle  burner    flash   

http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bar
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/besides
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/but
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/contrary
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/else
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/except
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/nobody
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/none
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/pass
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/piece
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/provide
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/respect
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/safe-conduct
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/safe-conduct
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/specify
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/unless
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bee
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/sting
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/barrel
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/drum
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/keg
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/abortive
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/afterthought
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/back
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/battering
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bear
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bell
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/belt
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bite
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blast
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bloodless
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blow
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bolt
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/boost
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bound
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/bungle
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/butt
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/afire
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/aflame
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/beacon
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/blaze
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/burn
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/burning
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/cease-fire
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/curfew
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/enemy
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/fiery
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/flame
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/flash
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/go
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/gun
http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/heat
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 5 87 4 Et sera ceur d'Espaignols circunde 
UPRAISED  DESPAIR  C, EASTER 
REASSURED LOGICIANS 
PERSUADES CLOSING TREASURE ~   
Circles Under - Secret Assured Centuries 
USES RUNIC, SPREADING - PERSUADING 

 
“C”  is  Celt  ‘Nut’ tree  date March 22 – March 31.  
And August  5 – September 1.  
TREASURE is the Stage Gate 
LOSING DESPAIR C  (a Wednesday - Halloween?  
LOGICIANS  REASSURED 

 

 The date for the first LYING DOWN of Earth is Halloween All Saints and All Souls. On a Thursday - the last one in October 
This is confirmed by the "riddles" of da Vinci, which I have also decoded (using the Alchemye List that Nostradamus had 
me put together)  
Da Vinci says we will hardly feel it (apart from volcanoes and their consequences) 
 
The dates for these four TURNS are the dates of the CELTIC HORSE ZODIAC and by some coincidence they are  
the same colours as the FOUR HORSEMAN dates of the bible. Three of these run from September 30 to December 23 
Then to just make matters more questionable - I found that in 725AD a king Otto had removed 325 years from the 
calendar in the same manner that Pope Gregory removed 10 days. These are named the "dark ages" by historians 
This means that the real 2012 is possibly still 325 years away! 
We will see I guess 
 

Luke 21:7-11 Jesus said:  New King James Version (NKJV) The Signs of the Times and the End of the Age 
 So they asked Him, saying,  
“Teacher, but when will these things be? And what sign will there be when these things are about to take place?”  
 And He said: “Take heed that you not be deceived. For many will come in My name, saying, ‘I am he,’ and: 
 ‘The time has drawn near.’ Therefore do not go after them.  But when you hear of wars and commotions, do not be 
terrified; for these things must come to pass first, but the end will not come immediately.”  

                                           That is why there are still seven spokes on the wheel of time 
Then He said to them, “Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom.  And there will be great 
earthquakes in various places, and famines and pestilences; and there will be fearful sights and great signs from heaven.                            
(Holograms, Auroras and objects near the sun) 
 

4 86  4 Apres conquestes meurtrira innocens   
ESTEEM TRUE  ~ REINCARNATION  CONQUERS  
ONCE (after) IRAN RAPES (attacks) SUMER  
CONQUERESS RESUME QUEST    
MEETS SPARCE SEQUENTS  
RECONQUESTS   CORPSES             (Men In Black 
R INCINERATORS  IN  OCEANS   

REINCARNATIONS  are real 
CONQUERESS: female grey, may be Cassiopeia, who are hybridizing 
humans in order to replenish the polluted earth 
RECONQUESTS CORPSES: men in black or the reincarnations bring 
humans back to life. This is part of the puzzle for other greys who are 
trying to comprehend the “soul” 
R: Draco, possibly the Annunaki (or Oannes) 

4 86 4      ONCE  IRAN  RAPES  SUMER  ~ AFTER IRAN ATTACKS IRAQ 
 

10 37  4 Chambry, Moraine combat sainct Julian 
OHM  IN  LAMINA ~ CRAB 
ONCE (after) OCEAN COMBATS  MOIRA  BA 
CHANI, MALACHI ANTICS – numb MANIC URBAN  
AERONOMIC Carina  MICROBE                                       IN 

SATANIC A  EMBRYO     

AS  IN  EMBARCATION ~            (Ascension) 

M. Y. R COMB  (MYRA) MORAINE  

OHM: measure of electrical resistance.   LAMINA:  layer; a thin, flat 
plate of a larger composite structure.  Such as earth’s crust. 
CRAB: in Cancer late June                BA is Cancer 3rd decan 
MALACHI: messenger of YHWH:  being prepared for  eschaton 
MOIRA: asteroid or the Blue Star’s tail. BA: in Cancer 3rd decan 
Carina: Argo constellation. In the Second Coming 
AS god of the aettir – GOLDEN HOST DOING 
M: Orion. Y: Auriga R: rods   (or MY R: UUilliem)        MORAINE: rubble 

 

10 37 4  SATANIC ARGO MICROBE IN CASSIOPEIA EMBRYO                                   (reads like the movie “Alien” doesn’t it) 
OHM could be AUM (sony-strange noise) in A (December 22) 
 

10 97  4  Cupid de voir plaindre au vent la plume                                   
ERIDANU IN APRIL    
RED PLANET  
EVENTUAL CUE PROVIDED    

PROUD EVIL PRINCE MANIPULATED  L 

Cupid = che-rub = he rod 
EVIL PRINCE = Sirius (SaLuSa) 
L is Cetus.  The flow…Celt Jan 21 to Feb 17 
Vulva is Andromeda (Council). Viper = reptilian 
Dove = Pleiadians. Dal = Tall Whites. UU = Cygnus, Lyra, Vega 
 

Prince did Peru manipulated viper, Leo, - manipulated             Prince (SaLuSa of Sirius) manipulated “channellers” too 
L  means those from Tau Ceti and Vulva (Andromeda)  Dove  (Pleiades) Dal, (Cat eyed Nordic)  UU (Cygnus, Lyra)  did pure     
 
        

NOSTRADAMUS ~ THE SUN AND THE SHIP 
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3 68  3 Leur dict trahi par legiere folie  
PARHELIA  LIP  HIP (Leo) HARE  
TRACT  RIGEL,  APRIL  
OIL FREE  Life   
LARGE  LIE  OF  Dictator  RULE  
 

Their dictator betrayed by irresponsible folly    
PARHELIA things being seen on the perimeter of the sun               
(see the pictures)  
RIGEL in Orion.  HIP  is part of Leo, either Zosma or Denebola 

TRACK  PARHELIA…HIP is ALSO Theta of Aquarius or of Leo (Aug) 

        noun, plural -he·li·a . Meteorology: a bright circular spot on a solar halo; a mock sun – at the LIP 
 

3 68  3 Leur dict trahi par legiere folie, 
TRACT RIGEL PARHELIA       

HIP (8/9) APRIL ~  HIP is also Leonines from Denebola 
LARGE PERIL H (in Taurus) A  (Saturday)          

LIP [edge] OIL FREE Life   
LIE OF Dictator  RULE    

HIP is Theta, Greek letter for 8 and Greek numeral for 9 
  

 

4 9  4 Sera trahie par Lauzan, et Souysses  
REASSERT SLIP  ARRESTS  POLAR                 

APHRITE (calcite/mineral = in Pisces)  
POLAR ARREST SET  he  (it) April 

YOU  ZONALIZE              (I did a new map of Earth) 

REASSESS  YESUS                      (because it is a pretender) 

YSUS  Zealots … PARHELIA  HARE                                    

It (the Earth) will be betrayed by Lausanne and the Swiss (CERN) 

SLIP is referring to the Peru Slip or the Canares 

YOU  ZONALIZE  : this line has been applied to its 
forum after I had already done the ‘new equator’ 
Zones In ‘Amongst the Placement of the Pyramids’ 
HARE is Celtic date for Feb 18 – Mar 17 and  HARES  plural is  
April 15 – May 12  YSUS Zealots means the SaLuSa Sirius entity 

 

8 22  4 Par haulte vol drap gris vie faillie  

SLIP  OVULATE (primed) HARE  

LOVE PILE HAUL   

GRIP FIVE OLD  

AURAL HAARP H            (in Taurus large sounds) 
Harp (Lyre) haul Ara     
(December 2nd to December 12th) 
FILIAL LORD PARHELIA    
Private Revolt – HAARP  AIL  

In high flight, (new orbit of the Earth) copy flagged (copy of 
the old orbit) and life ended  (the former lifestyle) 
SLIP (Peru) OVULATE (becomes fertile) HARE    and or in 

February 18 – May 12.     I am including the plural HARES 

because  ‘slip’ could be ‘lip’ with the ‘s’ separate with ‘lip’ 

the edge of a continent 

LOVE PILE (Pleiades) HAUL, (transport) young children to 

safety         Lyre help with transport and note the date.  l 

which is Yew Tree Day, Halloween or the eve of winter solstice 

 

 

 
PARHELIA in HARE …was 2011 = year of the hare 

This object is the Pheon Cross of Nibiru 

 

 

 

Play video 

Giant Ufo's Near the Sun AND Strange Things Update March   

http://www.youtube.com/DanielofDoriaa 

http://www.youtube.com/DanielofDoria02 

http://www.youtube.com/TranscensionTV and… 

Tract: TRACK.  RIGEL  in  Orion. Sundogs, also known 
as mock suns or "parhelia" are a pair of brightly 
coloured spots, one on either side of the sun. 
I: December 21.  P: December 23.               OIL FREE 
L: January 21 – February 17 HARE: Feb 18 – Mar 17 

Photographed March 15 2012 

javascript:;
javascript:;
http://sn120w.snt120.mail.live.com/mail/
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 The red cross here is shown on the following starmap in the same position as it is on the 
hill. The “horse” has been maintained in white, but the huge cross which is the bow and 
arrow of Sagittarius although well defined in the landscape has not been maintained in 
white. This would simply be because no one has realized what the white horse really is – 
an obsolete starmap of Sagittarius constellation, in fact the date here is actually in the  
first decan of Sagittarius following the last decan in Scorpius - which in ancient time was 
Ophiucus, the man holding a snake also known as Serpentarius.  
The dates for Ophiucus have returned and are  November 29th to December 17th  
 

There are such a large number of stars listed within Sagittarius, that drawing lines to join 
the dots would never give the same “picture” twice by different people.  
The main things which are constant to the shape are the stars named here, the cross of 
the bow and arrow and the smaller constellation which has been included in this ancient 
pictogram as the inner hind leg, which we now call Corona Australis.  
The obsolete star map on the following page shows this same cross clearly. 

 

   
“Cabin” Cube UFOs Over Russia, Saucer UFO On Thailand TV News  Tuesday, January 1, 2013 13:09 
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1000 BC - Uffington Horse, geoglyphic art carved into the upland chalk of Dover Oxfordshire, about 130 miles WNW 
of Dover 
Wiltshire is without doubt the county of counties when it comes to white horses, with no less than nine lying within its 
boundaries, although only seven of these are now visible. 
The history of the white horses is an issue of some debate, in particular with regard to Westbury which is the oldest of 
Wiltshire's horses. The site is known to have been restored in 1778 but the date of the original work remains largely a 
matter of conjecture. Many believe the initial carving was made to commemorate Alfred's victory over the Danes at the 
battle of Ethandune in 878. www.wiltshire-web.co.uk/history/horse.htm  
The term used for cutting the chalk horses is leucippotomy and the term for that of the giant figures is gigantotomy     
 

THIS LITTLE SNIPPET of INFORMATION has been placed here to instil in the reader the possibly – just maybe, our 
earlier ancestors knew a little more than the words “DARK AGES”  lead  us to believe!  So far to this point I bet no 
one has realised the importance of the words “WHITE HORSE”. These are Celtic words which refer to a Celt date. 
This is the period June 10 – July 7.  

Previously I had thought the glyph on the left represented the Sagittarius constellation – because it is drawn in lines 
and is facing the right way. Sagittarius contains many meanings: it is when Sagittarius points shooting his arrow 
through the absolute centre of our galaxy, that things are supposed to be happening.     This refers to the December 
2012 event which we may or may not be made aware of, especially if it is a timeline alteration.                                                                                                           

 The term “PALE HORSE” means the Celt date of October 28 – November 24. This happens to be ‘REED’ and ‘DAN’ 

Did the Anglo Celt people have information about the future and were these geoglyphs placed to warn us?  

This thought came to me after reading the message from CHANI regarding history trying to warn the future in stone 
 

http://www.wiltshire-web.co.uk/history/horse.htm
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  1. 55   see    4.25 
The land of Babylon jerked to the opposite climate 
there will be great shedding of blood. 
That land and sea, air and heaven will seem unjust 
(Tectonic & tsunami, Nibiru solar system & asteroid/comet) 
Sects, famine, kingdoms [planets], plagues, confusion. 
NOTHING FORMERLY IMPORTANT WILL MATTER 
an alien visit would diminish Doctrines 
see also 6 21 4 on page 6 “doctrines” 

 

 4. 25  see  1.55 
Lofty bodies endlessly visible to the eye, 
Through their reasons they will come to obscure:                  
(aliens visiting, hiding what they are really doing) 
Body, forehead included, sense and head invisible, 

(see David Huggins painting of As) 
Diminishing the sacred prayers. 
NOTHING FORMERLY IMPORTANT WILL MATTER 
an alien visit would diminish Doctrines – see 6 21 4  

 
 

 
 

 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-9Ja2r8kL794/UNk09Sp3-kI/AAAAAAAANfE/wQx2-K_TV94/s1600/UFO,+UFOS,+sighting,+sightings,+alien,+aliens,+ET,+space,+odd,+nasa,+soho,+sun,+solar,+corona,+astronomy,+.jpg
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DECEMBER 21 2012 – JUST AS NOSTRADAMUS SAID! 

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-rkMx_RZUGwg/UG1BPsJRCiI/AAAAAAAAIJk/gtK0WswWtmU/s1600/UFO,+UFOS,+sighting,+sightings,+mayan,+sun,+god,+solar,+corona,+NASA,+SOHO,+orb,+orbs,+cube,+square,+box,+borg,+star+trek,+Angelina+Joliecube,+sun.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-SmBy5Qp0vL0/Th5_wNevstI/AAAAAAAABCk/hh_qBbZ-QZo/s1600/UFO+sighting+of+cube+in+sun,+soho,+nasa+july+2011,+real+borg+aliens+vessel,+star+trek.png
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/--7XbSBSA9Kg/TksusZr7YcI/AAAAAAAABkk/Zd6B56U1qUA/s1600/UFO,+UFOs,+sun,+NASA,+SOHO,+cube,+square1.jpg
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-0kYULgkNdrc/TksuxS31IZI/AAAAAAAABko/SILNRKgzeG0/s1600/UFO,+UFOs,+sun,+NASA,+SOHO,+cube,+square2.jpg
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A new asterism has appeared in the lines – the word TRIANGULUM… let us see what the importance of these are 
 

2 89  1 Un jour seront demis les deux grands maistres, 
ARTEMIS,  ISTAR [Sirius] ASTERISMS  DISMAST  GRUX [and]  
Trigrams (in 1 4 4 this is the Ba Gua/Mongol King of Fear 10 72) 
JUNO  or  Jno U (December 23 and Saturn, “U” is  ‘from heaven’) 

ASTERISMS  a small group of stars  
GRUX (constellation Grus the Crane) ARTEMIS  (Orion’s Belt) 
JUNO  [planetoid. clues: Februalis, Triangulum Australe/ Aries ]   
or: DISMAST  JUNO – an asteroid. CRANE  are negative greys 

 

4 38  2 Chef Bizant du captif en Samothrace: 
THOMAS [Allan Webber] FIT  NAMES  MAZAROTH  TORAH 

CHROMATE  CAPUT [in Triangulum] DAUNT   
IsBeS  FINEST  ATOMS  MARATHONS   

part of the reason for the star wars scenario  episodes currently  

NAZI  COACHMASTER  FBI   

INFEST  HOT  TRACHOMAS    

ƒINE  [sign or Sine] MANIFESTO  FAMINES  PACT   
 

BizantSamothrace AMAZE : SNATCH ORBIT, CHARTS OBTAIN MAZE 
COMBAT IN STAR HAZE,  ZETAS OBTAIN CHARM IN MARCH. MOIST 
ZETA  A [Cassiopeia] BRANCH… ZETA AIM HARMONICS AT NORTH CAB 
ARM [Cepheus] HOST ZETA CABINS…  CAT [Dal] NTH ZAMBIA HORSE 2014 

The collator ended up “fitting” the names of the Second Coming 
without realizing this note to Allan Thomas Webber! 
IsBeS are users of synthetic bodies.  They are involved in disarming 
nuclear warheads for their own purposes, that of eventual take-over 

Trachoma - Merriam-Webster Online   www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/trachoma                           (Chlamydia trachomatis) 
a chronic contagious bacterial conjunctivitis marked by inflammatory granulations on the conjunctival surfaces, caused by a chlamydia virus  
6 63  4 Puis longue vie au regne par grand, heur 

PUSIL PURLOINS  LOUIS,  EURIPUS  UNHEARD   
HARDENS  UPSILON [Erid.anu Epsilon?]   
REVIEUU  PURE  AGE  in  DAN                 (Scorpio) 
UUHISPER  PLOUU,  RADH  LOSING …  
LONG  OUUNERSHIP   SOIL,  LAND  
REUUEAVING  RUNE  ING     [Inguz = Triangulum]    

              GRAPE                                                      [wine/Virgo]    

 
PUSIL small greys PURLOINS  steals  LOUIS,  EURIPUS both 
asteroids… an event which went UNHEARD of,  the December 
13TH event St Lucy’s Day 
PLOUU  [Big  Dipper]  RADH  the Draco greys 
ING RUNE  means the harvest, the false rapture 
REUUEAVING  could mean aiming the asteroids again 
GRAPE/wine/Virgo is a date but where to put it? With DAN? 

 

9 56  2 Et à Maiotes laissera son ensigne: 
ASSESSORIAL  MAIA  OANNES  ONENESS  
ASSAILER  MAIA  ISOLATE  ISRAEL  -  is a laser 
AIMS  to ATOMISE - REASON NONE  RISES     
Metal  Ions  ENGINES   roil  A  IT OS SEAL      
As, L (Tau Cetians)  in Aries 

Maiotes :  A [Cassiopeia]  ATOMISE OS  [Capricorn] TIME  IE  ATOMS.  

AS  E.T.  SAME  TIME  TOO…  E.T. in OS,  AIM  SET O (orbit)  

MAIA  OANNES  this is interesting. MAIA is part of the Pleiades 
OS is in Capricorn,  December 23 to January 22 
ENGINES  the orbits 
are these from Met.allah in Triangulum/ In early Aries or Metallons                                

The name of Allah/Ala always draws my attention because of Ala.Lu the rogue Anu who was sent out in disgrace to Mars 
 

MIRACLES  REFLECTED 

 

1 80  1 De la sixieme claire splendeur celeste 
SERAPIEL  LED  AXIS  IX- U.N REFLECTED  
MIXES IDEALS PERSIA, ISRAEL  
LETƒ (allows) PERILS ENDURE  
RECLAIMS REPLICAS                           
PAINLESS SUCCEEDER  APRIL             (2013 
Or :  Peculiar presence is Dals*         (the cat eyed) 

FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED ~ XII                  (12 
DALS  LIE – SPACE’S  PRURIENCE             Prurience adj.    

 1. Inordinately interested in matters of sex; lascivious.  

 

From the sixth bright celestial light…     
Seraphiel  (Hebrew   י   )  is the name of an angel in the apocryphal Book 
of Enoch.  The ‘fiery’ ones UNREFLECTED or REFLECTED U.N.  

UNREFLECTED: either no one realises the part Seraphim play in the AXIS (treaty 9) 

or the IDEALS of the Seraphim are not included in the Treaty   
Protector of Metatron, [Anu] Seraphiel holds the highest rank of the 
Seraphim  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seraphiel   REPLICAS  Men in Black       
*Dals inspire  secure place:  trouble is – do we believe them? 
DALS  LIE or SERAPIELS  LIE  or       LIE  [Earth down] 

Characterized by an inordinate interest in sex:  www.thefreedictionary.com/ 
 
 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/trachoma
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/trachoma
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/Prurience
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1 80  1 De la sixieme claire splendeur celeste 
SERAPIEL REFLECTED  U.N AXIS   
LED IDEALS - MIXES PERSIA, ISRAEL  
RECLAIMS REPLICAS LEFT –  
PERILS ENDURE 
CALIPERS IXIAS CURED SPLEEN  
FEEL MIRACLES REFLECTED ~ XII  
 

From the sixth bright celestial light:   Vega, Rigel (Orion) or Auriga 
Earthfiles article “from Auriga” in other forums - a mother ship?  
And see SHIPTON chapter 
REPLICAS: Men in Black  
CALIPERS: part of the IXIAS plant 
SPLEEN of the Roswell J-Rod?  
2012? The asteroid event? This would be in relation to Toutatis missing 
Earth Dec 13 2012 

5 81  3 Mur d'Orient cherra tonnerre esclaire 
THE INNER CENSOR RECLAIMS MIRACLES  

NONE  CHARTER  MARIE,  CERES   
H C  REES TRENCH  (contract)  NINE 
RUMOUR ARCHER  MURDER   

ARCHER  TORN  -  ENTER  ON  ETHNIC     
 

Tired On drone net (Reticuli) rod it not ride (it uses time protal).  
Riot I (Egypt) end into red, do inert (nothing) or note rid, end it 
MARIE,  CERES  the names of two asteroids, means any two asteroid/s or one 
breaking into two as stated in other lines, the « two headed monster » 

ON  (Oannes) Yes: there will be such a large forum of lines about 
the Oannes that it will need a book – 40% of the entire work 

 

6 57  1 Celui qu'estoit bien avant dans le regne, 
AUBAINE [alien] ANUNAS  REGENCE  YULE  
CLUEY GENERALS  QUOTE  CLUE TO ENLARGES  [orbit] 
Question England’s Obstinate Nature Query Its GENE                                    

That which reign was close to the front  (Earth – note: “was”) 
Query Its GENE     this is an interesting thing to say,  is it regarding  
DAVID ICKE’S    reptilian proposal?                           

 

6 70  2 Plus oultre apres aimé, craint, redoubté  

AERIMANCY ~ EASY  BUT 
PRELATURE  DOUBT - BREED R.E. OUT  
TYRANT  BUTO SOUL  PULSE  TERRAIN  
COUNTER  RAIDS  DETOUR [the] YEAR ~  
MIRACLE  RULES  OUT  OBTRUDE   
DOUBT  RETAIN - tyrant reclaim    

Plus oultre = After further beyond (the Earth) admired/feared dreaded 
After being moved further beyond the current orbit 
R. are the Draco reptoids E. are the Zeta greys 
BUTO – green serpent 
COUNTER RAIDS cause the 365 day year to change, that is: our orbit  
We are beginning to get into the lines which speak about star wars scenes 
 

Revelation 13:13-15 — 
He doeth wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from heaven on the earth by the means of those miracles which he had power to do in the sight of the 
beast;  saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they should make an image to the beast, which had the wound by a sword,  and did live.  And he had power 
to give life unto the image of the beast, (HOLOGRAM) that the image of the beast should both speak, [VOICE ACTIVATION] and cause that as many as would 
not worship the image of the beast should be killed.  
Revelation 13:1-6 — 
And I stood upon the sand of the sea, and saw a beast rise up out of the sea, [ACHING BEACHING  - either Cetus the sea* creature or Oannes/Dagon  formerly 
named ‘Nommo’]  having seven heads and ten horns,  and upon his horns ten crowns, and upon his heads the name of blasphemy. And I saw one of his heads 
as it were wounded to death;  and his deadly wound was healed: and all the world wondered [wandered?] after the beast.  
And they worshipped the dragon [the Reptiloid - Draco] which gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped the beast. And there was given unto him a 
mouth speaking great things and blasphemies; and power was given unto him to continue forty and two months. And he opened his mouth in blasphemy 
against God, to blaspheme his name, and his tabernacle, and them that dwell in heaven. 

*The Sea is that area of the Milky Way in which all the marine names are. Cetus the whale according to the Hidden Texts is supposed to “wander” 
from the south pole to the north pole. Seven heads and ten horns – Cetus is supposed to have between 14 and 18 stars but the Persead FAMILY 
consists of seventeen**  

**Perseus family of constellations, Andromeda, Auriga, Cassiopeia, Cepheus, Cetus sent by Neptune, Lacerta, Pegasus,  
Perseus, Triangulum.  
Constellations directly bordering Cetus are Aries, Aquarius, Eridanus Fornax, Pisces, Sculptor, and Taurus.  
Manilius in describing the astrological influences associates this constellation with the production of salt:  see  10 98 
 

10 66  1 Le chef de Londres par regne l'Americh  
RARE  N  LORD’ƒ  CHIMERA  CLAIM   

SPREAD  MARIE ~ PRESAGE  MIRACLE  

OLDEN  L  CHIMERA  RESPOND  RAPES  CRIME  

RICH MALE GENERAL FLED  England      

rolls N [&] D,  REED   is   DAN (Scorpio) 

America reigns as the ‘chief’ (power) of London 
N  LORD’ƒ  are the Lords of Erid.an us             RAPES: attacks 
CHIMERA  the shape shifters MARIE  the St Lucys Day asteroid 

L  from Tau Cetus  CHIMERA.     L  is a date too Jan 21 – Feb 17 

rolls N [&] D. N is in Ash tree dates and D is in “Oak” tree date 

Oak tree is June 10 – July 9.  ASH tree has several, see below 

ROLLS means Earth rolls. N : ASH  February 18 – March 17 … May 25 to June 03… November 22 to December 01 
NOTING that an interviewee with Linda Moulton-Howe said the “Nordics would not help us”.   This is why I did a table or 
“summary” of “Nordics” which produced 27 different Tall Blonds and Nordics. These include the Tau Cetians (L sky rune) 
LondresAmerich :  AS: more children RO [Andromeda Council] declines (reduces) harm (Dec. lines harm – the asteroid) 

Horns [Erid.anus] is more ‘handler’  reclaimed minor scale herd (greys) C (Nut tree Mar 22 – 31) Chair [As] lends more  

Chair refers to « Cassiopeia lounging, combing her hair » [c hair]  On [shape shifting Oannes] herd [creates] miracles 

Metatron: – Co Pilot   Semi-YHWH or a Sem-yase/Samjase. Thought to be the angel who saved Isaac from sacrifice 

http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Andromeda.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Auriga.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Cassiopeia.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Cepheus.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Lacerta.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Pegasus.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Perseus.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Triangulum.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Aries.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Aquarius.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Eridanus.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Fornax.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Pisces.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Sculptor.php
http://www.topastronomer.com/StarCharts/Constellations/Taurus.php
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Phoenix is a minor triangular  constellation in the southern sky. It is named after the Phoenix, a mythical bird. It is faint; 
there are only two stars in the whole constellation which are brighter than magnitude 5.0. Alpha Phoenicis is named 
Ankaa, an Arabic word meaning 'the boat'. The ‘barque’, ‘ship’ ‘island’ and boat are the alchemye term for the Earth 
It is generally invisible to anyone living north of the 40th parallel in the Northern Hemisphere, and remains low in the sky 
for anyone living north of the equator. It is easily visible from locations such as Australia and South Africa during 
Southern Hemisphere summer. 
Phoenix was one of twelve constellations created by Petrus Plancius from the observations of Pieter Dirkszoon Keyser 
and Frederick de Houtman and it first appeared on a 35-cm diameter celestial globe published in 1597 (or 1598) in 
Amsterdam by Plancius with Jodocus Hondius. The first depiction of this constellation in a celestial atlas was in Johann 
Bayer's Uranometria of 1603.  Phoenix is associated with the minor Phoenicids meteor shower of December 5th. 
 

THE REASON I INCLUDE THIS IS THE VIGNETTE OF A PHOENIX IN THE “LOST MANUSCRIPT” 
 

Vespa (Latin for wasp) was the name used by Jakob Bartsch in 1624 for a constellation, now obsolete, that was originally 
called Apes (possibly a misspelling of Apis, Latin for bee) by Petrus Plancius when he created in 1612. It was made up of 
a small group of stars, located between the constellations of Aries and Perseus. The renaming by Bartsch may have been 
intended to avoid confusion with another constellation, created by Plancius in 1598, that was called Apis by Bayer in 
1603. Plancius called this earlier constellation Muia (Greek for fly) in 1612, and it had been called Musca (Latin for fly) by 
Blaeu in 1602, although Bayer was evidently unaware of this. The later constellation was also called Musca Borealis in 
some later sources. 
 

THE REASON I INCLUDE THIS IS THE FLY SITTING ON THE MECHANICAL BASE [TIME GATE] IN A VIGNETTE, AND THE 
APPEARANCE OF THE WASP IN MANY HIEROGLYPHICS, ESPECIALLY THE DOOR LINTEL OF SETI I   See also: Apis, Musca. 

 

TRIANGULA WAS TRIANGULUM MINUS 

TRIANGLE: SIRIUS, PROCYON, BETELGUESE IN ORION.      SIRIUS, NAOS PUP, & PHAKT IN SOUTH 

MEETING VERTEX TO VERTEX FORMING EGYPTIAN  X        (MISRAIM) 

 
2 78 2 De gent Punique et sang Gaulois meslé 
GIANTESQUE PUNGENT OILS 
SETS INPUT NE-GATES LOUISE –   ( ! ) 
QUIET EN QUIETENS QUINE GANGS  
AUS. AGENT UNIQUE LANGUAGE QUEST~  
EQUATE GIGANTESQUE LANGUAGE.              
[in the Bible] 

 

PUNGENT OILS: Aromatics - Tall Whites. Watchers 
QUINE: the Five Books of Angels – John Dee 
QUIET EN means those from Erid.anus 
AUS: Australian. AGENT: A. UUebber working on the 
LANGUAGE : prophecy of Revelation 
And the Hidden Texts of the Quatreins  

 
 
You can see the arm of Arm (Cepheus) – three ‘suns’,  which 
could be Orion’s Belt… then Aquarius or the river of Erid.anus. 
The Falcon of Horus (Taurus) Crater the Cup of the Grayle and 
the dice throwers cup of Perseus, (also represents Ganymede) 
Aquila (it is a feather),  an unseeing  eye, which is about those 
who do not want to know, the Paulean triangle which appeared 
as a sun spot for several months in 2012 on the face of our sun, 
on an artifact from Central Mexico found in 1955 and on the 
door lintel of Seti I.  
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Orbit of Sirius Star in Quran 49.9 Years (Coincidence?) - YouTube 

► 7:06► 7:06 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=MD3gSGqC1QI 

Apr 5, 2009 - Uploaded by HighFlyingDutchman 

Sirius A & B orbit each other with a period of 50.1 years. 

 

Xylanthia, Sirius Star System 

xylanthia.com/ 

The planet Xylanthia is located in the Sirius Star System, which is comprised of three stars; Sirius A, B and C. 

Sirius A and B orbit around Sirius C.  
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